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96 steps to model generation

palsson (nprot 2009)

The seed pipeline replicates 73 of the first 82 steps in the protocol.



the Model SEED

http://www.theseed.org/models/

 A web-based resource designed to speed the 

creation of new metabolic models.

 Currently works on non compartmentalized species

mostly bacteria

 Creates “Draft Models”

 „Analysis-ready‟ models (as they can simulate the 

production of biomass from transportable nutrients)

 Supplies tools for manual alteration of the models 

(GUI + SBML alterations)



Core logic

 Integration & augmentations of technologies 

for genome annotation

 Construction of gene-protein-reaction (GPR) 

associations

 Generation of biomass reactions

 Reaction network assembly

 Thermodynamic analysis of reaction 

reversibility

 Model optimization



The protocol



AVAILABLE METABOLIC 

MODELS – LAST YEAR



130 metabolic models were 

published by the seed project

Models are displayed along with the number of models contained within each group

and the average number of reactions, genes and auto-completion reactions in the 

Group members.



Inactive reactions

Reactions that cannot carry flux during simulated

growth (FVA) are indicative of gaps in the metabolic

network where additional manual curation is required. 

 In the 130 SEED models, the average fraction of 

inactive reactions is 31.7%

 In manually refined published models the average 

fraction of inactive reactions is16%.



Auto completion

 Average of 56 reactions per model (on the 

130 models)

 Number of reactions added increased as the 

total number of reactions in the model 

decreased



Auto completion method

 zi is a binary variable created for any reaction (including direction) not currently included in 
the model. 

 PT,i is a penalty on the addition of transport reactions during the auto-completion process. 
 4 for transport reactions involving compounds in the biomass reaction, 

 2 for all other transport reactions

 PK,i is a penalty favoring addition of KEGG reactions. 

 PSS,i is a penalty favoring the addition of reactions mapped to SEED functional roles and 
subsystems. 

 Pf,i is a penalty on the addition of reactions proceeding in a thermodynamically unfavorable 
direction. 

 fss,i is a bonus applied to reactions involved in subsystems already well represented in the 
preliminary model. 

 fp,i is a bonus applied to reactions involved in short linear pathways



Models Accuracy



Models Accuracy



Interesting results

 The number of essential metabolic genes remained 

relatively constant around an average value of 237 
(others used encoding secondary metabolic functions, 

transcriptional control and signaling mechanisms to improve 

versatility).

 Only 47 reactions were associated with essential 

genes in nearly every model analyzed whereas 740 

reactions were associated with essential genes in fewer than ten 

models analyzed

 the number of essential nutrients decreases as the 

number of reactions in the models increases



Thanks!


